CGS IT Services Inventory Process
This document will briefly describe the process that IT Services personnel take when doing
beginning, mid-year, or end of year inventory.

Rationale:
The reason we do inventory during the school year (beginning/mid-year/end of year) is to
ensure that all devices assigned to students are in their possession, in working order, and to
assess any damage that may have occurred since the device was assigned.

Process:
During the inventory process, following a schedule set by their teacher and IT Services, the
students are asked to leave their assigned Macbook Air and charger in the laptop cart in their
classroom. IT Services personnel assess each Macbook Air and charger, doing a thorough
physical assessment of condition of each device. Pictures and notes are then taken and stored
in an inventory database.

Assessment of Condition:
We grade the students’ machines on the following scale:
Excellent: No signs of physical/liquid damage. Has not been dropped, all corners are fine and
the display of the computer closes flush onto the topcase of the keyboard. In a similar condition
to a brand new machine
Very Good/Good: No signs of liquid damage. Very slight warping/dent on a corner of the
display/topcase or scratches on the topcase. Does not alter the way the laptop closes and
overall the computer is in good shape.

Fair: Computer has been dropped or there is clear physical damage present to some/all of the
corners of the machine. The machine is relatively functional and there appears to only be
physical damage to the exterior of the machine. Before the student leaves the damage needs to
be assessed. Machine does not close flush due to physical damage

Poor: Machine is in bad shape and needs to be assessed and dealt with immediately. Has been
treated poorly and has major separation of display/topcase/bottom case or there has been
severe neglect to the care of the machine. Has been clearly dropped on at least one occasion.

